
Shaping Secondary Reading Instruction 
Using the Science of Reading 
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Objectives
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Participants will:
▪ Identify key takeaways from the Science of 

Reading and the connection to the B.E.S.T. 6-12 
Foundational Reading Intervention Standards.

▪ Apply the Simple View of Reading to determine 
possible skill gaps that will inform secondary 
reading instruction.

▪ Use authentic student work samples and 
knowledge gained to identify possible skill gaps 
and determine instructional implications and next 
steps for secondary students.
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“Reading 
comprehension is 

a product of 
decoding and 

language 
comprehension.” 

pixabay.com

“Comprehension 
is not a skill we 
can teach, but 
rather a goal or 

condition we 
create.”

Dr. Holly Lane
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Appendix E: Reading Foundations 
Introduction

Page
206
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6-12 Foundational Reading
 Intervention Standards

Pages
145-146



Leveraging the B.E.S.T. ELA Standards
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The Science of Reading 
pixabay.com
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Pop Quiz
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Answers

Background Knowledge

Vocabulary

Language Structures

Verbal Reasoning

Literacy Knowledge

Phonological Awareness

Decoding

Sight Recognition

!
! !!
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What is the Simple View of Reading?

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1d4iUf-5q0Pg0bJL35NATpjYKwW_REWY0/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1d4iUf-5q0Pg0bJL35NATpjYKwW_REWY0/view?usp=sharing
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Jigsaw 
“The Simple View of Reading” article by Farrell, 

Hunter, Davidson & Osenga (2019)

pixabay.com



Getting Started
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Article Jigsaw: “The Simple View of Reading” 

Part 1 Introduction

Part 2 Important findings from the Simple 
View of Reading

Part 3 Importance of assessing more than just 
reading comprehension before 
deciding on intervention instruction



Key Takeaways from 
“The Simple View of Reading” Article
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Determining Area of Need for 
Interventions: Decoding or Language? 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E58ApfzCl9-iZYbRh0FUAlLVWV4l9M79/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E58ApfzCl9-iZYbRh0FUAlLVWV4l9M79/view?usp=sharing


Simple View of Reading and
Reading Difficulties
Gough and Tunmer

All reading difficulties fall into 3 categories.

Weaknesses
in Word 

Recognition

Weaknesses
in Language 

Comprehension 

Weaknesses
in Both 

https://www.readingrockets.org
pixabay.com

https://www.readingrockets.org/article/simple-view-reading#:%7E:text=The%20Simple%20View%20formula%20predicts,than%20the%20other%20two%20groups
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What are we using? 
How are we evaluating student gaps?



Writing Samples & Inventories 
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/165VNmYMzgMqT0OYHsmpMx96pkXIerbQ1/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/165VNmYMzgMqT0OYHsmpMx96pkXIerbQ1/view?usp=sharing


Time to Reflect
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pixabay.com

What other authentic 
student work can be 
leveraged to inform 
foundational skills 
instruction at the 
secondary level?



Let’s Practice!
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Analyzing student work writing samples, 
determine if the student possibly needs 
remediation in:

Language Comprehension:
▪ Background Knowledge
▪ Vocabulary
▪ Language Structures
▪ Verbal Reasoning
▪ Literacy Knowledge

Word Recognition:
▪ Phonological 

Awareness
▪ Sight Recognition
▪ Decoding
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Sample 
1

fsassessments.org
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To begin with the Problem about light 
Pollution is that we can’t see all of the 
things in the night sky an they are beutiful 
very beutiful, but some kids aren’t able to 
see it an maybe if they do get to see it they 
would want to be an ashtronat or something 
else. In concluion I think that we shold fight 
light pollution.
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Sample 
2 WIDA.edu
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“Dear Huang:
     I’d like to made a birthday party this 
Saturday at 7:00 PM. It will be at my house 
and with all of my best friends. Listen to my 
show, and you’ll enjoy my party. Let me 
know you can come.
Your friend,
Tang
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fsassessments.org

“I think the video games affet the physical health 
when you play all day and your body stay in the 
same place for hours your body receive damage to 
the physical health.”

Sample 
3



Next Steps
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Post-
Session 
Planning 

Tool



3-2-1 Key Takeaways
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Think about the knowledge gained during this session.

What three points from the Science of Reading will 3 you take back to your district/school site?

What  two resources and/or tools will you integrate 
2 to help shape secondary reading instruction and 

address foundational skill gaps for your students?

1 What will be your next step?



Objectives
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What did we accomplish?

During this session we:
▪ Identified key takeaways from the Science of 

Reading and the connection to the B.E.S.T. 6-12 
Foundational Reading Intervention Standards.

▪ Applied the Simple View of Reading to 
determine possible skill gaps that will inform 
secondary reading instruction.

▪ Used authentic student work samples and 
knowledge gained to identify possible skill gaps 
and determine instructional implications and 
next steps for secondary students.
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Q & A 
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pixabay.com
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